
‘Morris 
on 

TourNZ’
7-12 January 2014

Nelson New Zealand 

New Zealand Morris invite you to

The 2014 National Morris 

Tour of New Zealand

 7th � 12th of January 2014.

 The annual tour is a popular event for most 

of New Zealand's morris dancers (c.100) and 

a number of dancers from Australia and UK.  

The tour provides opportunities for teams to 

do a bit of showing off, learn some new 

dances or traditions and generally have a 

good time.  Nelson is a great place to hold an 

event like this and prides itself on being the 

craft brew capital of New Zealand.  

It boasts 11 breweries and 

many wineries within a 2 

hour drive of the city, 
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As well as taking time to see the the region’s 

beautiful landscape there is lots going on in 

and around the city at this time of the year.  

In the first week of January prior to the Tour 

the annual Tui Folk Festival takes place an 

hour and a half drive south, in the city itself 

there is the Nelson Jazz and Blues Festival.  

Accommodation in the Nikau Apartments 

may be available if you wish to extend your 

stay in Nelson but early booking with us is 

advised.  Send an email to the address below 

and we will check the availability for you.

 Why not come and join us, see you at 

Nelson’s ‘Morris on Tour NZ’ in 2014 ….. 

Cheers & good health 

Nelson Morris 



Accommodation has been pre�booked at the 

Nikau Apartments, a short 

walk from the centre of 

Nelson. At this stage the cost 

of accommodation, breakfasts, evening meals 

and some transport is included in the 

provisional registration fee of $350.  We will 

endeavour to keep to this price and make 

your stay as pleasurable and trouble free as 

possible. 

Top of Trafalgar Street, Nelson

A celebration of Morris Dancing in the 
heart of New Zealand 

The tour will include dance opportunities in 

the city and the surrounding villages, work�

shops, a ceildh, music and singing sessions in 

the local pubs and of 

course the Ale.  We 

will include a visit to 

the Sprig & Fern in 

Milton Street, recently 

voted the best bar in New Zealand (a keen 

supporter of Nelson Morris) and a  visit to 

The Moutere Inn, the oldest pub in NZ, 

which has on tap

 an good range of 

the country’s craft

 beers.  Moutere Inn, Upper Moutere

Come and enjoy what the region has to offer.

Nelson boasts a mild sunny climate and a  

magnificent landscape made up of 3

national parks. These include the Nelson 

Lakes, Abel Tasman National Park, and the 

Kahurangi National Park  which surround 

the Waimea Plains.  

Why not extend your stay for a few days and 

explore this fantastic part of our country? 

 

2013 Tour - Mass dancing at Rotorua Market 

Sprig & Fern in Milton Street


